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A clean, thirst-quenching golden ale with a hint of elderflower, which is
added during hopping. Brewed in small batches using British Progress and
Fuggles hops and UK lager malts – Europils and Caramalt. Unfined and
unfiltered it is then bottled conditioned to create the carbonation. Serve
chilled. Suitable for vegans.
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Style ABV Case Individual

A pale ale with a crisp, refreshing and natural flavour made with Phoenix
and Goldings hops and Pale and Crystal malts. Unfined and unfiltered, it is
then bottle conditioned to create the carbonation. Best enjoyed lightly
chilled. Suitable for vegans.
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This Irish red ale is inspired by Sam Burke's great, great grandmother. She
was from Tourmakeady, Mayo on the West Coast of Ireland. Known for her
beautiful flowing red hair, they say that she could be seen for miles as she
walked across the fields and hills around Lock Mask. This ale is smooth with
hints of caramel.
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It was growing up in a pub in
London that gave Sam Burke the
taste for creating her own beers in
the Cotswolds. Based in Blockley,
Gloucestershire, Sam set up her
microbrewery in 2017 making two
beers – Blockley Blonde and Shin
Kickers. Red Peg now joins the
range to create a beautifully
balanced trio of artisinal ales.

Her focus is on local produce
made with knowledge and care
and her beers certainly support
this ethos. All the ingredients –
the hops, yeast and malt, and
even the bottles – are British, and
the beers' names have local or
familial connections – Blockley
Blonde is named after Sam’s
home village, Shin Kickers is one
of the events at the Cotswold
Olimpicks, held annually at
Dover’s Hill near Chipping
Campden, and Reg Peg is inspired
by her great, great grandmother.


